Easter 1932

Abd-ru-shin

The “Hosanna” had died away as had the calls to “Crucify him!” The anguish of the world weighed heavily upon Jerusalem.

Easter morning had already dawned. The faithful followers of the Son of God knew that He lived! He had shown himself to them so that they would believe!

Their shock and surprise at this fact, however were proof that previously they had not understood His words, or everything would have been quite natural to them.

Christ was forced to show Himself to them or His teachings would have been for naught, for even the Disciples had not believed. Their doubts were great!

I am pleased to tell you that there are some among you chosen ones, whose faith is stronger than that of the Disciples at that time. And they have already given proof of this. Therefore, may God’s blessings come to you too!

The Disciples of Christ were at His side constantly for 3 years, then their own work started. You too will have been with me for 3 years when your earthly task will begin! However, you are more powerfully equipped this time, for your work will require far more of you!

Among your own circle helpers have arisen who through their visions tell of the greatness of the happening which you are privileged to witness and in which you are to participate in your work.

The privilege some of you have of being able to see as visionaries equals the happening of the Son of God showing Himself to His faithful followers after the crucifixion. This time, however, you are given more, for the privilege of seeing visions is to remain with you for the duration of your activity on earth. These visionaries will provide the eyes and ears for the ethereal and elemental and the spiritual worlds since such an ability to see is not useful for the activity of many of the Disciples and Apostles. It would obstruct and hinder them in their fulfillments.

The visionaries were developed for this for the purpose of supporting your works, they are your supports, your pillars, and later they will be able to show you all the consequences of your activity. In this way you will always be able to observe your effect on people and into the ethereal world. You can continually learn from this and grow stronger in the conviction of that which you yourselves are not yet able to see.

Such will be your joint activity which will make you solid in your faith, in your conviction and in your working for all time.

Of course it must not be trivial curiosity or personal interest that prompts you to query the visionaries for your own purposes. All that is necessary for you to know will be told you without asking and will be all that the visionaries will recognize!
If you ask, however, you will harm yourselves as well as the visionaries for they will deviate from their path in order to grant your wishes thus acting against the law that granted them such visionary ability. This would amount to wrongdoing on their part and cause them to fall. Never forget that any visionary ability is not dependent on you, that you cannot act according to your own wishes, but that it is directed by chosen high guides who offer it to you.

In this you are not givers but you only carry out in the gross materiality on earth! You are given what is intended from out of the Grail. If you desire and demand more it, would only result in confusion or complete withdrawal.

Move forward with confidence! In the hour of fulfillment the swinging of the circle that you form will be right as long as you do not talk to each other about your calling or even ask others for their advice or opinion!

You are a wreath of flowers! Each one having a specific shape and color and exuding a different fragrance. You can never give anything to each other; but together you form a whole! Unconsciously one will then support the other. As long as each one stands correctly as an individual by himself, you will work together properly.

You will then swing and ring in the colors you wear, out into humanity on earth and each and every hue will reach the places where it is needed in order to mend, to build up, exactly in accordance with its very own nature.

There are many rings around me in constant undulating movement which means they are in constant activity. Every ring is composed of only strong, chosen helpers; first, the Ring of the Primordially Created Ones, followed by the Ring from the Spiritual Realm for all seven World Parts, then followed by the Rings from all Substantialities and finally, here in the Gross Materiality, you are here for humanity on earth.

The radiation emanating from me and the Trigon, each and every volition, every word from me is received immediately by these Rings and transmitted by them directly to the worlds that are homogeneous with them. In this way you, too, are to transmit everything to men on earth, undimmed, undistorted, so that here too every Volition from the Divine immediately is transformed into reality.

Onward - you now stand very near to this hour bringing you fulfillment. This is what Easter morning is to be for all humanity after having to live through its time of pain and the crucifixion into which it now enters. Blessed are those who can resurrect from this! Only those you are to help to a new life, to awaken them to the new existence which will blossom for them!

You are to become keepers and guardians so as to prevent new poison from arising among them. You are to be loyal gardeners in the garden of your Lord, gardeners who quickly destroy all new growth of weeds of human thoughts so that the beauty cannot be disturbed again in the way it did in the past millennia.

Rejoice, you who have been called and chosen for this! Only weeks still separate you from the activity which is reserved for you and which is your sustenance.
Therefore, direct your thoughts to the Easter morning of this humanity when you will seem to be almost crushed by the seriousness of the coming time. For now is the beginning of a serious week of sorrow for humanity in which they must definitely solve the guilt they have burdened themselves with during all of their existence until now. This will not be just the time of an earthly week but it will last for moons!

Without cease! Until purification and cleansing of all falsity, all darkness, all guilt is complete!

Then those people may be resurrected who were able to be cleansed, while all others with all their dirt will be ground up in the terrible process of purification since it is impossible for them to endure long enough until their garments are snow white again. They will perish in the process. The dirt is too deeply entrenched, will not let go and pulls the wearers of the soiled garments into the millstones of Divine Justice which now, in the release of the process, gains ever more momentum.

You too will have to experience humanity’s time of suffering. It will not fail to leave its mark on you! But you must go through this difficult time conscientiously, through experiencing you must learn for the task that is before you! Do not waste a single minute but live it within yourselves together with humanity. Do not stand aside, for you need the experiencing or else you will not be able to mature. Do not harden yourselves against the need and suffering of others in the mistaken belief that you are allowed to stand apart from it! It would be the same as your being sentenced to the necessary destruction. For you must experience!

If you are not capable of voluntarily and genuinely bringing yourselves to experience the suffering with others, the suffering will strike you yourselves so that you will not miss the experiencing necessary for the required maturity! Do not forget this. It is of great benefit to you! Do not think yourselves better than you are! Such thinking would have terrible consequences for you. If you stand, see to it that you do not fall! You are most exposed to this danger. Without warning you will be struck and thrown down in a way that will leave you hardly able to rise up again from the fall.

Do not think it will be easy to calmly stand before the objective Divine Justice! You are still far from the conception of the momentous seriousness of this word. Much will be demanded of him to whom much is given! Burn this expression deeply into your hearts. As a warning I call out to you once more: Experience in the suffering of your fellowman! You will then be completely transformed! Experience together with people who are complete strangers to you! Do not wait for the suffering to approach those who are close to you! Or yourselves!

If you do not comprehend this, it is your own fault, for the experiencing cannot be bypassed. Without true experiencing there is no spiritual maturity! With all your might, therefore, force yourselves to experience! Immerse yourselves into the distress of others, into their suffering and thus awaken mercy in yourselves. Joyful readiness to help will arise in you, to help where and when man still deserves it. There are thousands or millions who deserve it still today!

Where someone struggles in deep distress even a quite small gift brings to life again the awareness that God helps through humans, as indeed is the case where gross material things are
concerned. For there is no other way here on earth. God’s help has to come through *humans* in accordance with the Law of Homogeneity.

In many cases faith in God, trust in Divine Justice, are thus re-awakened in those who have been helped in this way! I myself have experienced many such cases and was able to experience how pure faith in God made them light up with joy.

Do not shy away from such bliss; it would mean a great loss for you!

However, do not throw it at the feet of unworthy ones. Do not act thoughtlessly. Genuine experiencing of the distress of others will surely let you find the right way. Stay away from those who are turned away from God. But help in any way you can those who seek God. Be it only through a kind word offered at the right time. Is not the lighting up of renewed trust in God balancing value for any gift, which cannot be counterbalanced by treasures of this world? The scales of Justice in such cases are weighted heavily in favor of the one you helped be he only one of the least. He gives you far more than you were able to give him and he gives back to God to whom everything belongs and by Whom everything was given to you also. It was given you only in order for you to utilize, to revalue it in His honor!

Awaken to proper recognition of His Will and you will be blessed even here on earth.

Thus equipped you may think of Easter morning which is to bring the upbuilding in your activity! For then people have to believe in *you* if they are to believe in God.

If they are not able to believe in you whom I send, they will not believe in my mission and you will be poisoning even their good volition to believe in God Himself! You therewith rob them of a way to the faith in God!

This is the enormous responsibility that the Easter morning will bring you. From now on your every word, every movement, every look – every thought will stand in the service to God! Hundreds of thousands of eyes are upon you, hundreds of thousands of ears are open to you in this world and in the beyond. Millions will speak of you at a time when you are no longer here on earth and you will have to see and hear what they tell about you! With every word you will continually experience anew, as a continual Judgment which will either press you down or lift you up, according to how you acted and lived on the earth.

Awaken, chosen ones! There is no more time to waste! But you can awaken to your service only in real experiencing!

The time is near when you have to look around you keenly so as not to miss anything, for everything must be used to your benefit. Each day still given to you for your necessary maturing must now be worth 10. Not many remain and you must use day and night to make proper use of the short time remaining.

Now burst the ring that separates you from your fellowmen; you are now closely connected with them again! You are to become anchors, lifelines for those who believe in you.

Thus I put earth’s humanity partly into your hands!
Guide them to the Light through your thoughts, your volition, your deeds! I gave you what you need toward this goal. And at some time I will demand humanity on earth from you! You will have to account to me, for humanity will form itself according to the way you will be in the future!

In all calmness think about the enormous responsibility resting on your shoulders now!

You must use your intuitive perception for this for your brain will never be adequate for it! I have prepared and equipped you so that you are capable; now work and live, awake to live in the suffering of your fellowmen so as to become aglow with true love and mercy which you must possess for your fulfillment.

Listen to my Easter call I give you: *Become alive within yourselves, for I am coming soon!*”

Let us pray:

Father, I ask you, let all fighters, my helpers, be powerfully prepared in Your power, so that their pure volition will bring rich blessings to all of Creation.

Amen